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Introduction to using Teams and Office 365
Microsoft Teams is a program under the wider suite of Office 365. For this reason, it is easier
to locate and sign in to Office 365 so that you have access to Teams, but also your school
emails through Outlook and other software that you may need to complete your lessons
such as Word and PowerPoint.
You do not need to install anything in order to gain full access to these programs, as they
will all run through your chosen web browser. On Apple devices, this may be Safari whereas
on others you may choose Google Chrome, Microsoft Edge or Firefox. The only browser that
does not support Teams is Internet Explorer. If this is the browser you are using, please
install Google Chrome in order to use Office 365.
This guide will display screenshots from Chrome so if you are unsure what to do, Google
Chrome is available to download for free on any device.
1. I will cover the following topics:
2. Locating Office 365
3. Logging in to Office 365
4. Accessing your emails
5. Navigating Outlook
6. Accessing Microsoft Teams
7. Using your Teams calendar
8. How to access a live lesson on Teams
9. Where to find resources for independent learning on Teams
10. How to locate assignments for submitting your work
11. How to submit an assignment
12. FAQs
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Locating Office 365
A simple Google search for Office 365 will produce the link you need. It may be useful to
bookmark the page for later but this is optional.

Type in the
Google search
box ‘office 365’

Type in the
Google search
‘office 365’

Select this link.
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Logging in to Office 365
When the log in page is displayed, you will need your school email and password as your log
in details. Generally, your school email will follow the pattern of ‘first name’ then a dot,
followed by ‘surname’ then the @ symbol and finally oasisoldham.org
For example, my name is Samantha Moore so my email as a student would be
Samantha.Moore@oasisoldham.org
This may be different if there is another student in the school with the same name. If this is
the case, you will know this already from when you log in to the computers at school.
Your username is not case sensitive, which means you can use capital letters or lower case
letters and it will not affect your log in. Your password, however, is case sensitive meaning
you will need to type it exactly as you set it.

Click here to
sign in using
your school
details.
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Type in your
school email
address and
select ‘next’

Type in your
password
carefully and
select ‘sign in’
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Firstname.surname@oasisoldham.org
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If you are
asked whether
you would like
to stay signed
in, select ‘yes’

Accessing your emails
Once logged in, the home page of Office 365 will display the Oasis Zone. This means that
from the menu on the left, you can access any of the programs I mentioned earlier. The top
icon (an envelope with an O) is Outlook, which is the program you will need to access you
emails. Through your emails, you will be able to contact any members of staff directly
should you need any extra support or resources or have any questions outside of a live
lesson.

Here is the icon for
Outlook, through
which you can
access your emails.
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Outlook opens in a
new tab so that
you can still go
back to the Office
365 home page.
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Navigating Outlook
Once Outlook is open in a separate tab, you can then use it as a communication tool. To
begin a new email, click the icon shown below.

Click here to start
writing a new
email.

The new email will
open in this space.

Most email addresses for staff follow the format ‘first initial’ then a dot, followed by
‘surname’ then the @ symbol and finally oasisoldham.org
For example, my name is Samantha Moore so my email as a member of staff would be
S.Moore@oasisoldham.org
If you are unsure of an email address, you can use the ‘To’ button on a new email (shown
below) to access the address book. Here, you can search by surname and check that the
person is a member of Oasis Academy Oldham to ensure you have the correct address.
When writing an email, please remember that this is a formal means of communication and
it is polite to lay it out in a way which recognises this. For example, address the person you
are writing to as you would in a letter (Dear/To/Good morning…) and sign off with your
name. This is especially important if you are using a personal account to email someone
within the Academy, as it allows us to identify who is contacting us.
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Make sure you
have completed
these fields before
sending.
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If you don’t know
the exact email
address you need,
click the ‘to’
button to bring up
the address book.

Make sure you
have selected
the ‘default
global address
list’ or limited
contacts will
show.
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Here, you can type
your teacher’s first
initial and surname
to find their email
address, make sure
that the contact has
an ‘oasisoldham’
email address.
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Accessing Microsoft Teams
From the Office 365 home page, you will see the Teams icon located on the left. It looks like
a person with a T next to it. When you click on this, it will open up Teams in a separate tab.
You may be prompted to download the app. If you feel comfortable with this, you may do
so. If you are unsure, select the option underneath which says ‘continue in web browser’
and it will load the page you need.

Here is the icon for
Teams. It will open
in a separate tab.
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Click here to
proceed.
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Using your Teams calendar
On the left hand side of your Teams home screen, there is an option to view your calendar.
This will synchronise with your invitations in Outlook to attend your lessons, as well as any
assemblies or whole school activities.

Here is the calendar
for all of your
lessons and
assemblies.

There may be
several cancelled
events that are still
showing on your
calendar.
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You can remove
cancelled events by
right clicking on the
scheduled meeting.

Cancelling the
occurrence will
remove the one
selected session.
Cancelling the
series will
remove this and
all future
sessions.

Sessions with a
striped edge
have been set up
and you have
been invited but
not yet
accepted. Right
click and select
‘accept’ and the
line to the left
will turn solid
blue.
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How to access a live lesson on Teams
Live lessons will be scheduled by staff directly through Teams. You will receive an email
invitation and a notification in the Teams app. In addition to this, the lesson will appear on
your calendar within Teams for you to accept. If you have accepted the invitation, you will
receive a pop up notification within Teams which you can use to join the lesson. If you have
not, you will have to go into the Team or calendar to join manually.

Click here to join
a session in
progress if you
do not get a
notification.
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If you have
accepted the
invitation, the
join button may
show like this.
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Where to find resources for independent learning on Teams
Please note that there will be times when staff are unable to schedule a live lesson; for
example if it is an option subject or the member of staff is absent. In this case, resources will
be set for you to work through independently. Your teacher may schedule a lesson to allow
it to appear on your calendar but set up a lobby that cannot be bypassed as there will be no
live lesson. They may send you an email to let you know that you will need to access the
resources yourself or they may just upload the files and name them the date and title of the
lesson. If you are unsure, it may be worth sending your teacher an email to ask however if
they are teaching other students in the building, they may be unable to respond straight
away. Reading the description for the lesson is often the quickest way to find out exactly
what it is you need to do if the lesson is not live.

Click ‘see more’
to read the full
description of a
session.
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In this lesson, all
you would need
to do is access
the link, no files
are needed.

It is important to download, where possible, your own copy of any resources. This is
because if you edit the central file, this is the file that everyone can see and your work may
get deleted by others. Alternatively, you can work on paper and take photographs to submit
your work at the end of the lesson.

Select Teams from the
left hand menu, this will
show all of the classes
that you belong to.
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Once you are in a Team,
the ‘general’ channel
will show as default.
The files section in all
channels is located here,
next to the ‘posts’
section.

The three dots here will
give you the option to
download a copy of the
file for your personal
use.
This will then appear in
your computer’s
‘downloads’ folder.
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How to locate assignments for submitting your work
Some teachers will ask you to complete an assignment during or after the lesson. This will
allow staff to see the work you have completed, with an option for marking and feedback to
be sent back to you via Teams. You may have completed work via MathsWatch or GCSE Pod
but if you are asked specifically to submit an assignment, you must ensure that you do this.
This is proof that you have attended the lesson and your mark may be changed if no work is
submitted to your teacher.
Assignments will often be posted directly within the channel where your lesson is taking
place, however there are also two other ways that you can locate an assignment that has
been set. One of them is a tab at the top of the ‘General’ channel (see below) and this is
where subject specific assignments are posted by default.
The other way to view all of your assignments is to select the ‘Assignments’ option on the
left hand side of the Teams window. This will allow you to see all of your assignments from
all of your lessons and when they are due.

The ‘assignments’ tab is
at the top of each
Team’s general channel.
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Your teacher may even
post a link to the
relevant assignment in
the channel where your
lesson is being held.

Alternatively, the
assignments option on
the left will show you all
of the assignments you
have been set, along
with their due dates.
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How to submit an assignment
Once you have located and opened an assignment you have been set, you will be able to see
the screen shown below.
Opening the assignment will tell your teacher that you have viewed it. You must attach all
relevant resources before turning in the assignment. This may be your copy of the lesson
with your answers on it in a PowerPoint, a Word document with your work on or
photographs of the work you have done on paper. These can all be attached as shown
below. Once you have finished, you then need to turn in the assignment, or the assignment
will not show as completed to your teacher.

Your teacher may attach
additional resources or a
copy of the lesson to
help you with the work.
You can download your
own copy via the three
dots.
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Click here to find and
attach your work for the
lesson. Make sure you
have attached
everything you want to
submit before clicking
the ‘turn in’ button in
the top left.

You can access work you
have saved to your
OneDrive or upload files
directly from your
device.
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Once selected, files
will upload here,
then select ‘done’ to
attach it to your
assignment.

Your uploaded file
will show here and
you can add more
files if needed.
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Click here to submit
your assignment for
your teacher to view
and give feedback.
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Frequently Asked Questions
My log in isn’t working, what should I do?
Make sure you have carefully typed your log in details. Check all spelling and try typing your
password again with and without capital letters. If you still cannot access Office 365,
someone in school will be able to reset your password for you.
No lessons are showing up on my timetable, why is this?
For the first day of isolation, teachers may ask you to work independently without live
lessons. Where there are classes with some students on site and some at home, there will
be work set in the files section of your Team. Sometimes, staff are unable to set up the
lessons in advance so please be patient, your teacher can still schedule a meeting all the
way up to the lesson start time. Your timetable at home is identical to the one you follow in
school so you should already know what time your lessons will begin.
Why can’t I type in the chat?
There are two reasons for this. One may be that your teacher has disabled the chat as they
prefer an alternative format (such as emails or asking you to unmute) for class discussion or
learning support. The other is that occasionally, Teams may be merged together to allow
one teacher to deliver to multiple students from different classes. Unfortunately, if you are
not a member of the Team in which the meeting is being held, you will be unable to use the
chat feature. You can still use emails to contact the member of staff delivering the lesson.
Why can’t I hear my teacher talking?
If you can see that there should be volume but you can’t hear anything, first check that your
volume is turned up and not muted. If you still cannot hear the lesson, click the three dots
to access the sound settings and make sure that your ‘output’ is showing as ‘device’.
Am I allowed to unmute myself to ask a question?
Sometimes, staff will ask you to unmute if it is a small group of students or they are looking
for participation that they want all the other students to hear. However, in a full class of
students, it is much easier and less disturbance to others if questions are typed in the chat
or sent via email.
If I’ve finished, can I log off early?
You need to make sure that any and all work you have completed has been sent to your
teacher via email or through submitting an assignment. Once the teacher has seen this, they
will then be able to either give you feedback to work on for the rest of the lesson or direct
you to a stretch task to challenge your knowledge.
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